
Monthey  12.22.2017 

Temporary exhibition agreement  
  between 

 
The Gallery  The Artist  
Cbijoux Sàrl Name : 
rue du coppet 8 Surname : 
1870 Monthey Street & N° :  
Switzerland NPA City : 
phone : 0041 21 312 55 43 Country : 
What’sapp : 0041787749274 What’sapp : 
FB : facebook.com/galerie.atelier.cbijoux Facebook : 

Instagram : 
Website : 

 
The exhibition curated by NOD will take place between the  22th of february to the 26th of May 2017 in the Cbijoux’s Gallery, 
rue du coppet 8, 1870 Monthey Switzerland. The pieces will be returned asap following the exhibition during June.  
With his/her signature the Artist and the Gallery agree the following conditions : 
The Artist gives all rights to Cbijoux, as the Gallery, to publish and uses the image and all material provided to promote the 
exhibition and the Artist. 
Gallery takes care of security, with personals and video recording, in the bad case of steal  40% of the public price will be 
refund to the Artist within 30 days as we consider the responsibility of the gallery undertaken. 
At the end of each month the Gallery will tell the Artist the pieces sold, and the artist will send an invoice with the 50% of the 
public price to be paid within 30 days, by bank transfer, ( note  : add all bank data on the invoice )  
In case of rubbery only a ¼ of the sale price will be refund by the Gallery to the artist within 6 months after the case. 
In case of natural disaster,  fire or flood the pieces would be considered as lost. No refund would be done. Instead of 
sending back to the artist what would be saved from the disaster.. 
The shipment way and back will be paid by the Artist. 
The shipment must be addressed to : Cedric Chevalley rue du coppet 8 1870 Monthey CH, non commercial value / sample. 
And shall arrived before the 15th of february . 
The risk, in case of loss or damage during shipment, way and back, are taken by the Artist, not by the Gallery. No refund will 
be due by the Gallery in case of loss, damage of any case during the shipment. In case the Artist is able to bring the pieces 
him/herself would be excellent occasion to meet and would be also great to have you for the vernissage . 
In case of damage during the exhibition a fair agreement should be found, as the Gallery would pay the repair, or the Artist 
would make a fair price to the Gallery for the inconvenience and the repair. 
As both part are professional in any case not listed in this contract both part commits to find an agreement in a professional 
manner. 
All the promotional stuffs as flyers, Online promotions,  material, vernissage and so on are paid by the Gallery.  
The Artist will provide his/her pieces for the exhibition, but also A CV (PDF), statements (PDF), and pictures to allow the 
Gallery to promote the Artist and the event.  Pieces should be available 15 days before and the pictures and texts 30 days 
before at least the start of the exhibition, sent in a dropbox of viatransfert file. 
The pieces will be provide at the gallery disposal with a Public price list (PDF) in Euro or Swiss francs 
The Gallery takes the charge to promote the Exhibition and the artists involved, as well the Artist does as much from her/his 
side with the promotional material provided by the Gallery. As a “team work”. 

 
The Gallery : The Artist : 

 
Cédric Chevalley  
Cbijoux  
please sign it scan and  return it by mail : cedric@cbijoux.com 

cbijoux sàrl Rue du Coppet 8 1870 Monthey CH www.cbijoux.com CHE-198.505.761 TVA 
banque UBS Monthey owner : cbijoux n° de compte : 277 -107721.01H 

IBAN : CH43 0027 7277 1077 2101 H  BIC : UBSWCHZH80A  
 

http://www.cbijoux.com/

